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1. Introduction

1.1. Let us consider functions / meromorphic in the complement

of a compact and. totally disconnected set .E in the extended complex

plane. We call E an n-Picard set in the sense of Lehto if every / with at
least one essential singularity in ,E omits at most ru values in the inter-
section of - E and. an arbitrary neighbourhood of any singularity.

.E' is called an z-Pichard set in the sense of Matsumoto if every / with
a singularity at all points of Z omits at most m values in the intersection
of - E and an arbitrary neighbourhood of any point of -E'

In both cases, a 2-Picard. set is called briefly a Picard set.

An z-Picard set in Lehto's §en§e is of course one in Matsumoto's sense.

The converse is not true: The set

E : {a)U {znni,}n:0,:rr,r2,...

is not a Picard set in Lehto's sense, for eo I 0, l, co in - -8, but it is
a Picard set in Matsumoto's sense because z has isolated points in every

neighbourhood of any of its points.

1.2. The term Picard set was first used by Lehto. In [2] he proved that
there exist sets with an infinite number of points which are Picard, sets in
his sense. Carleson [1] proved that there exist 3-Picard sets in Lehto's sense

which are of positive capacity. Matsumoto 14-6] extended these results

and proved that there exist perfect Picard sets in his and in Lehto's §ense.

In this paper we give in section 2 a sufficient condition for a countable

set with one limit point to be a Picard set in Lehto's sense. An example

shows that the condition cannot be improved. In Section 3 we show that
by adding points we can make any totatly disconnected compact set into
a perfect Picard set, in the Matsumoto sense. fn order to achieve monoto-

nicity, i.e. linat A a Picard set implies B c A a Picard set, we modify
Matsumoto's definition in section 4 and study the relationship of these

new Picard sets with those of Matsumoto and Lehto.
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2. Picaril sets in Lehto's sense

2.1. Let, {a"}":r,r,... be a point set whose points conrrerge to infinity,
and let .E denote the union of {a")^:r,r,. .. and the point at infinity. Lehto
[2] proved that E is a Picard set in his sense if the points a, satisfy the
condition

(log lo"l)2+' : O(log lrt*+rl) (" > 0) .

Matsumoto [6] established the same result under the condition

(1) la"ls : O(la"+rD .

We first show by an example that the exponent in condition (1) cannot be
made smaller than 2, and we then prove that it really can be replaced by 2.

2.2. We begin by presenting three lemmas which are essentially due
to Carleson [I]. Let X be the Riemann sphere with radius l/2 touching
the zo-plane at the origin. The chordal distance of the images on X of trro
points w and. w' irttheplaneisd"enotedby lw,w'), arrd. C(u,ö) isthe
spherical open disc with centre at the image of w and.with chordal radius ö.

Lemma 1. Let f be analytic in an annulus I < )z < ep and omit
the values 0 and I. There exists a positive constant A such that the
spherical diameter of the image curve of lzl : s!'lz by / is not greater
than Ae-pl2 for all p > 0.

Proof. The lemma is proved by Matsumoto [6]. (See also Carlesou [I],
Matsumoto [5] and Sario-Noshiro [9].)

Lemma 2. Let f be analytic
lf@l{m on l*l-r and lf@i
diameter of the image curve of lrl
by

on lzl - R then the euclidian
ina

<M
:q

theorem we have

r
-z)-zd,t - J fQ)U-

lri :r

TAmr

q(L - rld'z 
-r

nMQ

R(L - aBY

Proof. By Cauchy's integral

I
f '(r) - z*i

for eYery z on l*1 - Q, so that

lf' @)i < mr(Q - r)-z + MR@ - s)-2

{l ru)$
lrl :R

zYrdtl
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For arly z and zo on lrl : q this implies

lf@ - f(rr)i l nmsr(q - r)-z * nIIaR(R - Q)-2 ,

and the lemma is proved.

Let Å be a triply connected domain v'ith brundary components J'1,

J', and J'r, and.let / be analytic and omit the values 0 and I in J. \Me
assume that the images of fp fz and 1", by f arc contained in the
spherical discs C1, C, and, Cr, respectively, and give the following lemma
of Matsumoto [6].

Lemma 3. Let ä > 0 be so small that the spherical discs C(0,2ö),
C(L,2ö) and C(a,2ö) are mutually disjoint. If the radii of CyC, and
C, are less than ö12, only two possibilities can occur:
(l) Cr,C, and C, contain the origin, the point ?.0: I, and the point
at infinity, one by one, so t'hat Cy C, and C, are contained in C(0, ö),

C(I, d) and C(oo, d), respectively, and / takes each value outside the
union of C(0, ä), C(1, d) and C(co, d) once and only once in y'.

(2) Of Ct, C, and C, none can be disjoint from the union of the other
trvo, so that, there is a disc with radius less than 3ä/2 which contains the
image of. A.

2.3. We can now construct the desired counter example:

Theorem l. For each s > 0 there exists a point set,

E -{a*:n: L,2,...}U{-}
for r.r,hich

l,o,l'-': O(',an+1')

but u,hich is not, a Picard set, in the sense of Lehto.

Proof. We construct, the desired set' ,E s-ith the aid of the function

f(,) - z[, (]--- ,l' ,

u,'here we first take "l1t

rvhere

I -point of f . We choose ?L such that z e Sn,

irl ( explQlI" + J["*t)12]] .
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If n - 2p, we note

- I H ll -rn-*" \2 I 2M2P-t
rosl'L-[ \-- --il,,,=,) i: 

logiei T+1-r- o(1)

where O(L) is bounded r,r,hen n -> &, and

tos m
s:P* I

Further, we have

I t-"n-tuzo Pbrl, _ *-*ro-rl 
: -zloglzl f 2M2p-t f 2logll - ""-*'ol + O(I) .

Combining these results we get

-toglzl * ffi -y ztoglL - ze-M'Pl * o(t) : o.

This is possible only for tog lzl > M'p + O(1) and u.e get the estimate

iel : sx, lyr*" - ffi+ ottyf .

fn the same manner we get for n : 2p * | a similar estimate, so that an
arbitrary l-point of f,z €§-,, satisfies the condition

(i) izl : exp tr*" - #+ otul .

On the other hand, since f(z) 2 0 on the positive real axis. f(rn"") : O

and, f(eMz"-t) : *, n : 1,2, . . ., we see that f has at least one l-point
in each annulus e*' < 1"1 < "*"*'.We take a p> 0, such that å - Ae-*l', where .4 is the constant of
Lemma I, is so small that the spherical discs C(0, 8d), C(1, 8d) and
C( oo, 8d) are mutually disjoint. From condition (i) it then follorvs that the
annulus exp(- p * M") < lal < exp(p + M") contains no l-point of
/ for sufficiently large values of z, say n )_ nr.

Let

t.: {z: lzl: exp(-pl2 + M")} ,

T,: {z: lzl : exp(1t12 + M")} ,
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and d.enote by B, be the triply connected. d.omain buonded by t", {r*"},
and 7.. We conclude from Lemma I that fot n, ) nr, the curves ,f(t)
and f(7") are contained in some spherical discs co and C" with radius ö.

2.4, Let us suppose that the boundary components of some Rz.at,
2nlnr, are mapped by / into C(0,2ö), C(1,2ö) and C(a,2ö), re'
spectively. By Lemma 3 we see that / takes each value outside the union

of C(0, 2ö), C(1,2d) and C(a,2ö) exactlyoncein Rzo+r. Since et'"*'
is a pole of order two, / takes a valte w outside the union of { oo}, C(0,2ö)
and C(1, 2ö) at, two points z' arrd z' of Rro*1. We join w to C(0,2ö)
with a curve z1 which lies outside this union and does not pass through
any point which is the projection of a branch point of the Riemarur surface

f(Rr*+r). The elements oftheinversefunction /-1 correspondingto z' ar..d z'
can be continued anal;rtically along ,4 toitsendpointand, since /(Er,*1 -
Rr^+r) is contained in the union of { co}, C(0,2ö), and C(1, 2ö), we see that
every value on ,4 is taken at two points of Rr^*r. This is not possible

for we A, fw, col>2ö. Bymeansofthelineartransformation Llf weget
the same contradiction if -Br,*r, 2n/n1, is replaced bY Rro,2nlnr.

2.5. fn vielr- of Lemma 3, it follorrs from the considerations in 2.4

that the discs cr. and Crn, 2n ) n1, are contained in C(0, 4d). We see

now in thesamemanner asin2.4,since e*'"*' is a pole of order two that
/ takes each value outside C(0, 4ö) exactly twice in the annulus bounded
by Tr* arrd trn*r, and we note that / has exactly one I-point in the closed

region e*" < l"') 1"*"*' for n ) nr.
Let now {o.}.:r,r,... , larl 1t,&r', I . . ., be the set of the zeros,

l-points, and poles of f. If follov's from the above and (i) that for an;-

e ( 0, we carr take M so large that the numbers a, satisflr the condition

lao','-' : o(,a,+rt) .

The set, D : {cc} U {a"},:r,r... thus provides the desired example, and
Theorem I is proved.

2.6. In view of Theorem I it is of interest to shol' that Matsumoto's
condition (1), quarantering E to be a Picard set, can be improved to

la"lz:O(la^+l).In order to prove this result, u'e need an est'imate for the
mod.ulus of a ring domain.

Lemma 4. Let a and b be tu'o points such that ia'i < lb,, ar'd A
a ring domain such that one component of its complement contains the
point 0 and a and the other the points Ö and oo. Then

mod ,4 < log (32 iblai) .

11
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Proof. The modulus of ,4 is majorized by the modulus of the Teich-
miiller firrg T with the boundary components t*, - lal < r { 0} and
{r:r} löl}. Since

mod ? < log (16(lblal I r)) ,

the lemma follows. (X'or the details we refer to Lehto-Virtanen t3l pp.
58 and 64.)

2.7. 'We can now give the above mentioned complement for Theorem I:

Theorem 2, If the points un

|e,i2(2)

then E-tclnin-Lr2,...]U{

2.8. Proof. It is obviously sufficient to prove that the assumption
of the existence of a function /, meromorphic and non-rational for z * q,
and. different from 0, I and oo outside of E, leads to a eontradiction.
There is no loss of generality to assume that, the set {o,} consists onlv of
the zeros, l-points and poles of /, for we c&n delete from {a,} all other
points and the remaining points also satisfy the condition (2).

Applying Lemma I to the annulus la"l I )zl I !a^*r1 , rre conclude that
the diameter of the image of l^: {z : izl : lctnctn+rlt/r} b}- / is dominated
by ä, : Ala,lu^+rl'l' for all z. Hence there exists a spherical d.isc C,
with radius less than ö" which contains this image.

\4re take ö > 0 so small that the discs C(0, 2ö), C(L,2ö) and C(*,2å)
are mutually disjoint. By the condition (2) there exists an -.11 > 0 sueh
that ta^+rlz I Mla.*rl for any z. Therefore

satisfv the condition

: O(ia*+r i) ,

cc) is a Picard set in Leht,o's sense.

We choose an

lar+rl , "an+tl l'tlp"Å = ,%*il ,,p"+rl '

no so large that

(a)

and ö,

2.9. Let' A" be the domain with boundary comporlents 1}, I"+r and
{a"+r}. Suppose that there exists Lo Ån, n } ns, u'hose boundarv com-
ponents are mapped into C(0, d), C(1, d) and C(oc, d), r'espectivelv.
It follows from Lemma 3 that f(f,oU /',.0*r) is contained in one of the
spherical discs C(0, ö), C(1, ö) and C(co, d), say in C(0, ä). Lemma B

applied to the region /,0*1 gives f(a*o+r):f(a^o+r): 0, andwe conclude
by induction that f(a,o*o) : O for every p > l. Thel / is bounded in
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lzlZla^o+tl, and the point at infinity is no essential singularity of /.
This is a contradiction, and so there is a ,1n, n ) ns, whose boundary
components l*, {o,+r\ and J-,n, are mapped into C(0, å), C(1, d) and

C(m, d), respectively. We may assume that C" c C(0, ö), l@"+r) : I
and Co*, c C(oo, ä) .

Let A : /ol) Åna1l) J,:n-yr. Since the image of the boundary compo-

nent d*2 of zl is contained. in the spherical disc C,*, with radius less

than d,*2 < ö/8 \ve see, by applying Lemma 3 to / in Å^*, and the maxi-
mum principle to f in i1, that' f has apole at' an*, and C,*1 U C^+z

is contained in C( co, 4ä,+r).

2.10. We now modify the proof given b5, Ilatsumoto in [6] by con-

sidering the circles y^: {z; l,zi : p,}, where Q^: la,a?,*$^+z|la. By
virtue of the condition (a) we obtain TnalC,S.*2 O 11,11, where §,:
{z : la,l < lzl < lr,*rl}. Since C,+r U C,+, c C(a,2ö), it follows from
the maximum principle that f(y"*r) is contained in a C(a, d) with radius

d:suplf@),*l<2ö.
z€yn+l

Next we shall prove that / takes each value outside the union of the
three discs C(0, d), C(1, d) and C(a,d,) exactly once in the region G
bounded by l', and T^+y By Lemma 3, / takes each value outside the
union of C(0, ä), C(1, d) and C(oo, d) once and only once in A^. Now
suppose that, f takes a value u)o outside the union of C(0, ä), C(1,ä)

and C( o, d,) at two points z' antd. z" in G. We join wo to C(0, ä) with
a cuwe ,4 which lies outside this union and does not pass through any

projection of the branch points of the Riemann surface /(G). The elements

ofthe inverse function /-l corresponding to z' and z" ca:n be continued
analytically along ,4 to its end point,, and since C,cC(0, ä), /(4"*1) €

C(1, d) and /(7,*1)c C(oo,d) rre see that every value on A is taken by

/ at least twice in G. Therefore \\'e call assume that zu, lies outside

C(a, 2ö). Then one of the points z' and z" , saY z', must, lie in the domain
Go bounded. by l',*. and 7,*1. \\rhen rve apply the maximum principle
to the region Go *" are led to a contradiction rrith the fact that a;o lies

outside C(a,2ö).

2.11, Now 'rve estimate d from belorv. For this purpose we consider

the annulus R : {*:2 I lwl a l1 - 6z1rl} eorresponding to the annulus

tl\/5 > lw, a) > d, on the Riemann sphere, rvhich separates C(0, ö)

and C(I, ö) from C(a,il). Since /(G) isaschlichtcoveringof .8, thering
domain f-L@) n G has the same modulus as ,B and separates 0 and
o,*, from a,,*, anrd oo. By Lemma 4 we have

log 1\/l- d'z12d) < log (32 io^*rlo,*rt) .

I3
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Since d < 2ö < nf 6, we have the estimate

a > 6/ t - 1n1eyl64) la.*rfa*+rl : m .

2.T2. When we apply Lemma 2 to the region /"+rU {a^+z} and to
the function l.lf we see that f(y"+t) is contained in a sphericar disc ci*,
with radius di*, satisfying the condition

dl*, ( 24 nAlan+rla.+rlsla'teo+zleo+fit+ - y .

Since l2r <m by the condition (a), C'^*, cannot contain the point at
infinity. Therefore applying Lemma B to the region with y"*, U {r,*r} U 4,*,
as boundaryweseetltat C,*, iscontainedin C( oo,6d"*r). Bythesame
argument as above we conclude t'hat, ö',*, { 2r. since ld,r l raz, it results
from Lemma 3, applied to the triply connected region bounded by To+t,
{r,*r} and yo*2, that a,*, cannot be a zero, a l-point or a pole of /. This
is a contradiction and the theorem is proved.

3. Picard sets in Matsumoto's sense

3.1. The following lemma results from the proof oI'the theorem give^
bv Matsumoto in [5] (For the notations see 4.2).

Lemma 5. If the successive ratios §, of a Cantor set ( satisfv the
condition

(5) f,+r : o(§i),

then there exist, no open set Z and nofunction / suchthat ,K n V + @ ,

/ is meromorphic in v - K, f has an essential singularity at everv point
of K 11 V and / omits three values in I, - K .

Rem,ark. rt follows from the proofs of our theorems 4 arrd 5 in section
4 that Lemma 5 remains true under the weaker condition

€.*1: o(€") .

3.2. rlsing Lemma 5 we can enlarge an arbitrary totally disconnected.
compact set .4 so as to make it into a Picard set in Matsumoto's sense.
rn fact, we take Cantor sets satisfying condition (5) and let them accumulate
towards all points of A. A rigorous proof for this will now be given.

Theorem 3. Let A be a totally disconnected compact set. Then there
exists a perfect totally disconnected compact, set .B 3 .4 which is a picard.
set in Matsumoto's sense.
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Proof. It does not, imply any essential restriction to assume that
a C, A. Since A is compact, it is covered by a finite number N(n),
v:1,2,..., of discs C,,ro,k:L,2,...,N(n), with centre bo,.,keA

and with radius l/rt .

We define lf(0): L,Kx,1:@ and K.,o:@ for each n. After
we have determined. the sets Kp,",P:1,2,...,n - l, §: I,2,,..,
N(p), and the sets Kn,",s:1,2,...,k - L , we define K,,* indue-

tively in the following marxrer' Let

Bn,k:/ u iu'U'rt,"l u (n['tr,,") ,
P:o s:l e:o

and. take a point 2.,1" € C*,1" - Bo,*. Since C,,o - 8,,* is open and nonvoid,

there exists &rr r,,10> 0 such llnat {z : lz - z^,rl < Zr^,t} is contained in
C.,o - 8",*. W" contruct the set K,,1" &sa Cantor set on the closed interval

In,h: {z : lRe(z - ln,n)l {-r^,n,Imz : Imz,,r}

with the successive ratios t, satif;ring the condit'ion (5). Since 'A and the
Cantor sets are totally disconnected and compact, we see that Bo,k1t
(the set B^ar,t if k :/i(z)) has the same properties, and the processcan

be continued.
We get the desired set by defining

s : i) a^.,.
n- I

B is trivially totally disconnected. Every point of B is an accumulation
point of B, for the points of the cantor sets are such since each cantor
set is perfect, and if 'll'e take a point z, e A and a neighbourhood

{z: lz - zol .--r}: U, then some C,,n ,21, <n 1Zfr + l, I 1k { N(n),

contains zo, and Kn,pC L: .

In order to prove that B is closed, and hence compact, let us suppose

that there exists a point e eB-8. Then there is a, sequence

{z^}.:r,r,..., z,€ B,lL : 1,2,..., whose points converge to (. There

is only a finite number of points of the sequence such that

"o N(P)

'"'P:r"9,4"
for any fixed. zo, for otherwise tre have a subsequence t"l,\.:r,r,... whose

points converge to ö and belong to some Kp,,, P {no. Then 4 must
belong to Ko,, and we are led to a contradiction. We may &ssume that tJre

points of {2,},:r,r,... satisfy the condition

" N(p)

z^4u u Kp,,.
P:i s:l

15
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We define a, sequerce {e,},:t,2,... in the follorving m&nner: For zo e A ,
we set an:?n, and for zoCA, zo belonging to some Co,"rp>n,
we set a,n:bp,". The points of {a,^}*:r,r,... belong to A and theycon-
vergeto ( since la,-z^l<lln,,tL:L,2,.... Hence ( belongsto
A c B, and we have proved thet B is compact.

Contrary to ous assertion lhat B is a Picard set in Matsumoto's sense,
let us suppose that there exist a function ;fl, meromorphic in - B with
an essential singularity at every point of B, and a point f € B with a
neighbourhood U such that / omits three values in U - B. According
to Lemma 5 ( cannot belong to any K^,*. B:ut it follows from the con-
struction of B that there exists a Ko,oC U. V : (J - (B - K,,) is
open and / omits three values in V - K,,r. This is a contradiction to
Lemma 5 and the theorem is proved.

rt follows from Theorem 3 that, there exist Picard sets in Matsumoto's
sense which are of positive trvo dimensional Lebesque measure.

4. A new definition for Pieard sets

4.1. If -4 is an z-Picard set in Lehto's sense then so is every compact
subset of A. Theorem 3 shows that n-Picard sets in ]ratsumoto's sense
have no property like this. r'hat is why'r,r,e give the follorring nerv definition.

Definition l. A totall;,
set, (a Picard set for n -
set in Matsumoto's sense.

disconnected compact set E
2), if each compact, B c R

is
is

an rz-Picard
art rz-Picard

Let f be meromorphic in the complement of a totally d.isconnected
compact set E, and let Ey c E denote the set, of the essential singularities
of /. Definition I can also be expressed as follows: A totally disconnected
compact set .E is an z-Picard set, if the meromorphic continuation of any
function ;f meromorphic in - ,E omits at most z values in the inter-
section of - E1 and an arbitrary neighbourhood of any € e 81.

we see immediately from Definition I that if ,4 is a Picard set then
so is each closed subset, B c a. of course totally disconnected n -picard.
sets in Lehto's sense al'e z-Picard sets in the sense of our definition. and
these are z-Picard sets in Matsumoto's sense.

4.2. we shall give a sufficient condition for a cantor set to be a picard.
set according to Definition l. x'irst we introduce some notations. Let
{6"}":r,r,... be a sequence of positive numbers satisfying the condition
0 <6"< U3,?L:1,2,.. , and 1o,r:{z:n+iy:0/-r--L,y:0}.
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In the z'h subdivision weexludeanopensegmentof length (1 - 2§") T-l tp
P:1

from the mid.dle of each segment I.-t,* , k : I,2, . . . ,2"-r. The remaining

2" segments, which are of equal length ,": Tl €p, are denoted by I^,r,

k:1,2,.,. r2'. The set, 
P--t

a24

' :2,P,',",r

is a Cantor set on the interval 10,, with the successive ratios 4,.
We denote by Sn,*,% : 1,2,...,lt : 1,2,...,2o, the following

annuli on the complementary domain - D of E:

§,,r0 : {z:1, I l" - ",,*l 1l*-rl3) ,

where zo,o isthemiddlepointof {,n. Thetransformation 11 : @ - z*,1)fl"
maps §,,0 conformally on the annulus L < lrll 1e'", where F": - log (3§")

is the modulus of §,,*. Let f,,* denote the preimage of the circle

lTl: ep"l2 on §,,0 , A^,1" the triply connected domain bounded by the
three circles ln,ro t f^+t,zn-, and ln+t,zr,t and (l-",0) the boundeddomain
with boundary l^,o.

We now estimate the modulus of an arbitrary ring domain A c (T",o)

such that one component of its complement contains the circles T,,o and
fnar,zh-,, theotherthecircles lrar,r"-, and dar,z", &nd /p,"C (l*+t,z).
In the same marurer as in 2.6 we get the following estimate.

Lemma 6. mod A ( log (32 l"llp).

1.3. The followit g

Theorem 4. If the
satisfy the condit'ion

(3)

theorem shorvs that there exists perfect Picard sets.

successive ratios - l,ll*-, of a Cantor set' E

€n+l : O(
n

T]
P:I

E\sPl ,

then E is a Picard set.

4.+. Proof. Contrary to our assertion, let us suppose that there exist
a closed set B c -E and a function /, meromorphic in - B with B as

the set of essential singularities, such that / omits three values in a neigh-
bourhood of a singularity C e B. Actually there is no loss of generality
to improve the stronger antithesis lhat' f omits the three values 0, 1 and
oo in - B, since the argument below can be applied locally.

L7

--n
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Let ö > 0 be so small thatthe discs C(0, 2ö), C(1,2ä) and C(a,2ö)
are mutually disjoint. By the condition (3) we can take no so large that
ö^: A(3t*Ytz a d/16, where -4 is the constant of Lemma 1, and

(b)

for any n ) no. Since p, : - log(3 t"), it follows from Lemma I that'
the image of a circle f.,*,rL ) roo, is contained in a spherical disc Cn,o

with radius less than d" < ö/16.

4.5. Let us suppose that there exists only a finite number of /o,6's
where three bounda,ry components are mapped into C(0, d), C(1, d) and
C(oo, d), respectively. By Lemma 3, for any sufficiently large 7L the
image of A,3 is contained in a spherical disc D",k with radius less than
3d". Theunion of all D,,r, forwhich /o,* is containedinagiven (4,"),
is a connected set. Thus its diameter with respect to the chordal distance
is dominated, by

uir, <rl2
N:P

for p large enough in view of the condition (b) and the triangle inequality.
Wemay&ssumefhat f isboundedir (4,") -.8, since thiscanbeachieved
by means of alineartransformation. Hence E n (fp,) containsnoessential
singularity of /. Since we get the same result for each §, I : l, 2, . . .,2P,
for sufficiently large ?, wa are led to a contradiction.

4.6. We may therefore assume that for arly nr2 no, there exists a
/n,*, rL ) nr, such that its three boundary components are mapped int'o
C(0, d), C(1, å) and C(rc, d), respectively, and

(.) O,+r,2Å c C(*, ö)

If (f^+r,»,) 11 B : @, the ma:rimum principle yields the estimate

lf(z)l < 2 in /^,rU foqr,2tc U (I,+r,r*), 'n.hich contradicts (e). Because
of Picard's theorem no point of B is isolated. Thus rre see that there exists
a Ap,"c (T*+r,rn), p), n, suchthat ({ar,*-r) n B + @ , (lo,,r,z")nB + o
and (Io,,) = (I"+r,r,,) O B.

4.7. Lemma 3 says that any one of the discs Cnqt,zk,Co+r,r"_, and
Cp+t,z"meets the union of the other two. X'or if we suppose that {0, 1}

cCp1r,z"-tU Coar,z" and apply the maximum principle to the rcgion Å
bound.ed by the circles fn,t", fn41,2*_t t fp4t,z"_, , and lrqr,r", we arrive
at a contradiction with (c).
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Since ör*1 ( örl2 for q > fr,, we have

@

g:P *2

Let us suppose that one of the discs Co_.r,r,_, and Cp4r,2s> s&/ Crlr,zs,
has a common point with the disc lw , qf > 8dp+r . Since

2önar*nfarq6dr1r,
c:P+2

we see by Lemma 3 that no one of the discs Cr,, , /q,, c (frar,r"), can have
a commonpointwith C( co, är.,.r). Then (dar,r") cannotcontainanypoint
of B. This is a contradiction, and it follows that

(d) Cn*r,2s-1 U Cn*r,2s C C(*, 8är..r)

4.8. We denote

Tn,h : {z : lz - zn,t"l : e lo-1},

where lle:322.96nA, and g: llf. By the condition (3) we have

elo-r) g\/1"-1" for sufficientlylarge n. Lei n, in 4.6bechosensuch
that this is valid for n; zr. We estimate lg'@)1, z e To+r,r"_r, by means
of Cauchy's integral. By (") and (d), integration along the circles Tn+t,2h t

fp1.7,2s-t, and fpat,z" Yields

lg'(z)l < 24 All" 4 12 Alo*rlezfi .

Thus we get for eyery z and zo on the circle yr*r,r"_,

ls(r) s(z;i

< 21 nAelofl"

: 64-2lpll, + 7{l,oa1flp:ö'oar ,

where -l[ is a constant, -l[ : 32 nAe-7. Since the chorda] d.istance remains
invariant under the transformarion llf , we note that f (yo+r,r,_r) is con-
tained in a spherical disc Ciar,z"-r rvith radius less than dj*,. Similarly,
f(yo+r,r") is contained in as pherical disc C'o*,,r"t-ith radius iess than dj1r.

4.9. Let usdenote At: (l*+r,r,,) - ((4+r,r"_r) U (4+r,*)). By (")
and (d), we obtain with the help of the maximum principle f (/r) c C( oo, ö).
Since 7o..r,2"-, U Zrar, 2"c Å1, it follows lhat f(yr+t,2"-rU lp1r,z,) c C( oo, d)
with radius d, : sup {[/(z), a]: z e Tpat,2s_t U /o+r,r,] ( ä .

A

f

,o

+ 32 nAlo*rlul,
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We prove now that / takes each value outside the union of the three
discs C(0, ö), C(1, ö) and C(oo,d) once and only once in the region /'
bounded by the circles fn, *, f.,,1,2h-t t Tp41,26-, and Tp+I,2s. Let us suppose
that f takesavalue eo, outsidetheunionof C(0, ö), C(1, ä) and C(a,d,)
at two points z' arrd. z" irt /'. We join w, to C(0, ä) with a clurve A
which lies outside this union and does not pass through any projection of
the branch points of the Riemann surface f(A'). Tt.e elements of the in-
verse function 7-r corresponding to z' antd z" can be continued analy-
tically along A to its end point, andsince f!",r) C C(0, ö), f(f"*r,rn) c
C(1, d) arad f(yo*r,2"-tu Tpar,z") c C( @,d), we see that every value on
z1 is taken by f at least, twice in A'. Therefore we may &ssume that wo

lies outside C(a,2ö). By Lemma 3, / takes each value outside the union
of C(0, ö), C(1, ö) and. C(oo, d) exactly once in /^,*. Then one of the
points z' and 2", say z', mustlieinthedomain /" boundedby f.+t,zr,,
Tprl,2s-t arrd yr*r,r". When we apply the maximum principle to the function
rlf, we get by (c) and (d)

l@' U Ao,) c C(oo, ä) ,

since Säp+r < d. Then f(z') : woe C( co, d), since z' e /", and rre are

led to a contradiction with the assumption that ruo lies outside C(a,2ö).

4.I0. We estimate d from below. To this purpose v,e consider the

arurulus R : {* :2 < lwl < l/t - a,1ay, which separates C(0, ä) and.

C(1, d) from C(@,d). Since /(/') is aschlicht covering of -8, thering
domain f-'(R) l1 /' has the same modulus as -B and separates the bound-
ary components Tpqt,2s-t and yo*.r,r" from the boundarS' components
J-,,0 and In+l,2k-r. By Lemma 6 we have

los N 1 dzlzd) ( log (32 l"flp).

say
the

(e)

C'o*1 ,2s-t And Co*1,2s r

C 
o *r , o, cäIlllot, cont,airr

4.11. This implies that at, least, one of the discs

Co*r,2s , must, intersect, the disc ltn, oo] ) n't,.

point at infinity for sufficiently large % since

ö' *' : ff ,'! i L#n)'!,.,,,;
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for n large enough by the condition (3). Let n, in 4.b be chosen such

that this is valid for rt ) nr.

We have by (b) the estimate

i r, .2 öriz.
!:p+ )

Wc, get b.l' (3)

ön+, : A(3 E,,u)tt'

::.= O(€ii:, ( fT §o)'rr)
q:L

P:r( ll E,\<ml'tz
q:rL+ |

for suf'ficiently large n,. \ve assume that, n, in 4.6 is sufficiently large iu

this sense. Then we have

2ö;- r -i * )' ,, < mr).' q:i-]

and see by Lemma 3 and the triangle inequality that there exists no

,looc (lo1t,z") whose t,hree boundarv cornponents are mapped into

CiO, a;, C(1, ö) and C'(cc. ä), respectivelr-. Then / is boundedi, (4*r,r,)
and cannot contail a1! point of -8. This is a contradiction, and the theorem

is proved.

4.12. By the same argument u'e prol'e the fbllorving theorem'

Theorem 5. lf the successive rrrtios §,, of a cantor set .E satisfy the

condition

(4) -:u-t : o(o:,) '

lhen E is a Picard set, irr Jlatstlmoto's sellse.

As we remarked in the beginning of Section 3. ]Iatsurnoto has established

the same result, under the condition

(4') c:,+r : o(§i) '

Our improvement, is of interest for the Ibllos-ing I'easorl. A Cantor set is

of positive capasity if and onlf if

a. - log §,,) -- --- --_ a
/ til

n:l
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(Nevanlinna [8]). Under the condition (a) it is therefore possible to choose
the ratios 6, such that the capasity of Z is positive. There are thus Picard
setsin Matsumotro's sense with positive capasity. Matsumoto [7] has proved
the same result but his method is different.

Proof of Theorem 5. We modify the proof of Theorem 4. Taking B : E
in 4.5, we get, g: n * l. By (e) and (4) rve get

(g) ön*2 : 61-2 l,+tll* 4- l{l,+zll,,+t

- m,132 + 128 'ml{l*1,+zlll+t

: ml32 * ,m €"i, 0(6,+r) l mlt6

for sufficiently large n (m : l,+tf 1281"). Let, n., in 4.6 be chosen such that
this is valid for all n > nr.

At least one of the discs C'^*r,nr-, and C'o*r,nr, sav C'^*r,^r, has a
common point with fun, al ) m. Since ö'**, < ml|6, o 4. C'^*r,^o,
and we see by Lemma 3 that no one of the discs Cj*r,4r , Coa3,s,,_1 &nd
Cnqt,t* can be disjoint from the union of the other tu'o. Then we see in the
s&me manner as in 4.7-4.8 lhat f(y,*r,r*_r) and f(y**r,ur) are contained
in spherical discs Ci*r,up-, and C'**r,rr, respectiveh', u'ith radius less than

We get by (g)

ö'"*3 < 16-1 .rzg*1 ln+zll*+1 { ml32

a,nd irrductively ö',+z+, I mf 2'
Since rlow.

2ö:+z+ 4I a: <ru12<dl2
,:u+3

(see 4.10) we see by repeating the conclusion above that no one ofthe discs
C;,",Åp,"c(l*+r,no), can have a common point with ltu. al<d12.
Then / is bounded i, (l",+r,no), and ({*r,n,o) cannot,containauvessential
singularity of /. This is a contradiction and the theorem is proved.

a Cantor set E is a Picard set
satisfy the corlditiorr

4.13. l\[atsumoto t6] has proved that
in Lehto's sense if its successive ratios t*

€n+r : O(exP(- Ll

Considering the product,

TT
P:1

§r))

: l=l'
n:l

f (z) (I -rn(L-?)lr)

Ann. Acad. Sci. Fennicr
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we get a result, in the opposite direction if the points of {r.}":r,r,...,
0 < r, < ll2, tend to zero with sufficient rapidity.

Theorem 6. There exists a Cantor set, -E whose successive ratios 4,

satisfy the condition

(6) €o+t : O((TT €076-z)rz7
P:1

and which is no Picard set in Lehto's sense.

Proof . Let

fk):fl-t, - ,-""n (r - z)lz).

We denote e-""o : rn rru":r, : r.l(l * r^). 'We see immediately that,
the zeros of / are sn,tu:I,2,.... Let Cn:snlt*,n)2, be a
I-point of / on the positive real axis satisfying z €.8, with

R,: {z: (s,s,-r)1/2 < z] < (u,s,*r)r/r} .

lVe get immediatell' for z e R,
n-l n-l

lug iTl (l - r;(1 - z)lz)l : log ifi rolzl + o(1)
p:r p-r

and

rog i Ji (l - r,(1 - z)lz)l : o(l) .

P:n+1'

Setting

m-! @

f(C.1 :{ IJ tt -rp(r - e"\lC")\(1 - r,(1 - e)le)TJ tt - ro(r - e)le) : r
p:l p:n+l

we get lt"fs"l: o(f) and hence

log 11 - r,(l - e)lc"l: Iog iLi - lng r,,! O(r\.

Clombining these results rve get

(h) lr,,i : (fi e,,fro1r^eo{')

n-I l" / ,r-I
= (s, - t^l)"-''r,( TJ ,'r)-' (f ': I oot t

P:t \s, - I,'

: 0((s, - lr,i)"-1)
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Since /((sr,sr"-r)'/') < 0 and /((sr"sz,+r)1/2) > I we see thab f has at
least one l-point lo: so f l, on the positive real axis in -8,,.

Since .f(z)17 2 for lal : (s,s,*r)1/2 for sufficiently large n, we see

in the same m&nner as in 2.4 bhat, / takes the value 1 as many times as

the value 0 in lzl > (s,s,*r)112. Because / has in lzl > (s,s,*r)ttz n zeros
each of order one, the only l-points of / in lzl > (s,s,,*r)'/' are (r: t
and the above mentioned eqe Rq, e : 2,3, ..,h.

We set, lo: !,lr:8r and for n.) | lzn: sn+t f max(O, t,*r) ald
lzn+t: lf"*, j. We construct, a Cantor set Z on the interval {z: r I iy:
0 1r < L, y: 0) with the successive ratios €*: l^ll^_r, rL : 1,2, . . . .

We see by (h) that the ratios 4, satisfy (6) and the calculations above show
that / I 0, 1 and oo in - E. Then E is the desired set and Theorem
6 is proved.

Universitv of Helsinki and
IIniversitv of J5rväskylä
Finland
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